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The blue whale is the biggest animal in the world. Its tongue is as big as an elephant. And its heart weighs the
same as a car.
Read the book and learn more about the blue whale. My first book: Easy reading - Just for you! ´My First
Book´ is a series of books written for children who are just beginning to learn English. These simple books are
filled with fun facts based on topics that appeal to most young readers.
Der findes gloselister på turbineforlaget.dk
It is difficult to imagine the size of the blue whale, the largest animal inhabiting the earth. long and weighing
as much as 150 tons or more. Animal Classification. Cute Blue Whale coloring page from Blue Whale
category. The blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) is a marine mammal belonging to the baleen whales ().
Blue whales grow to be 80 feet (25 m) long on average and are long and missile-shaped with a very small
dorsal fin and long, thin flippers. It is commonly cited as having an average penis length of 2. Animal
Classification. Blue Whale (Balaenoptera musculus) Description. The blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) is
the loudest animal living on Earth. Blue Whale (Balaenoptera musculus) Description. The blue whale has the
largest penis in the animal kingdom. Blue Whale an Australian brand has 23 years of experience to bring you
a wide range of quality clothing. Blue Whale Moving Company has 26 years of moving experience located in
Austin, Texas. It is difficult to imagine the size of the blue whale, the largest animal inhabiting the earth. At

up to 30 metres (98 ft) in length and with a maximum recorded weight of 173 tonnes (190 short tons) and
probably reaching over 181 tonnes (200 short tons), it is the largest animal known to have ever existed. It is
commonly cited as having an average penis length of 2.

